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The second book in the breathtaking New York Times bestselling Hush, Hush saga, soon to be
a major motion picture!Nora should have known her life wouldn’t stay perfect for long. Despite
starting a relationship with her bad boy guardian angel, Patch, and surviving an attempt on her
life, things are not looking up. Patch is starting to pull away and Nora can’t figure out if it’s for her
best interest or if his interest has shifted to her arch-enemy Marcie Millar. Not to mention that
Nora is haunted by images of her father and starting to become obsessed with finding out what
really happened to him that night he left for Portland and never came home.The farther Nora
delves into the mystery of her father’s death, the more she comes to question if her Nephilim
blood line has something to do with it as well as why she seems to be in danger more than the
average girl when she has a guardian angel. Since Patch isn’t answering her questions, she has
to start finding the answers on her own. But when she finds them, will she be able to count on
Patch or are the things he’s hiding from her darker than she can imagine?

About the AuthorBecca Fitzpatrick is the author of Black Ice, Dangerous Lies, and the Hush,
Hush saga, including Hush, Hush; Crescendo; Silence; and Finale—all four of which debuted as
New York Times bestsellers. She graduated college with a degree in health, which she promptly
abandoned for storytelling. When not writing, she’s most likely running, prowling sales racks for
shoes, or watching crime dramas on TV. She lives in Colorado with her family. Find out more at
BeccaFitzpatrick.com.
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Smash Attack Ash, “What a cliffhanger!. My Plot SynopsisNora Grey is in love beyond her
wildest imagination (and her imagination has definitely run amuck in the past). Her boyfriend,
Patch, isn't your every day guy. He's a smexy, badass fallen-angel-turned-guardian-angel, and
he happens to be Nora's Guardian. Dating a guardian angel must not be a walk in the park,
especially one who has outsmarted the archangels at their own game. And archangels don't like
to be slapped around by their own rules.Once Nora confesses her feelings to Patch, he starts to
pull away. In fact, it seems as though some gravitational pull has caught ahold of him and is
yanking him closer and closer to Marcie Millar. *barf* Nora is beside herself with grief, and she
can't get a straight answer from Patch. Is he doing this for her own safety, or because Marcie
undeniable puts out? We all know Patch can be described as anything but angelic...In the
interim, a distant childhood friend of Nora's - Scotty the Hottie - moves into town and something
isn't quite right about him. Yet, despite warnings from Patch, Nora is determined to live her life
without his interference. Nora also begins to have odd dreams about her father, and without
Patch around to decipher the meanings, Nora sets out to piece together the truth about her
Nephilim blood line.My ThoughtsDue to the situations and mood of the book, we didn't get a ton
of the snarky, sarcastic Patch that I fell in love with in Hush, Hush. He was very serious in this
book, given the circumstances. His fun personality poked through a bit in the beginning, but then
all was lost to his secret mission that is finally revealed at the end. While I missed this side of
Patch, it definitely made sense and fit the story. However, he is still soooo smexy. *cat call*We
learn more about the Nephilim and fallen angel history and linkages in this book. We also get an
unhealthy, unwanted dose of Marcie Millar. On the bright side, Vee was much more likeable and
less annoying in this book. I quite enjoyed her this time around. In a way, she replaced Patch with
her witty lines.Nora wasn't as likeable in this book. She sprouted fire from her mouth on many
occasion and it was completely out of character for her. Her logical, independent nature slid into
the depths of irrational, i-can't-live-without-you land. It angers me that once again, a young
female character feels as though life can't go on without her love interest. Ugh. Nora has
moments of clarity and refuses to let her loss of Patch rule her existence, but she always slumps
back into a depressive state. I get it, I've been there, but this seemed so melodramatic. At one
point she talked about not continuing on with life, and I became greatly angered. This is such a
major issue with young people, and it breaks my heart to know that many young adults do go
through with that very decision.I have the same gripe about this book as I did about Hush, Hush.
Nora, once again, was left home alone for days at a time. I know this is a fantasy book, but when
you are bringing humans into the mix, you have to keep it somewhat realistic.I think the world
was better flushed out than Hush, Hush, but I think that is probably common for subsequent
books in series. I definitely loved the use of flashbacks and dreams to piece the story together.
Patch ended up infiltrating Nora's dreams to speak with her `privately'. I thought that was a neat
touch.In the end, I was surprised, although it doesn't take a lot for me. There are some



interesting twists and a serious cliffhanger! I am itching to find out what happens next! We have
to wait an entire YEAR for Tempest! So cruel...*sobs*My Favorite Quotes"I'm going to grab a
cheeseburger," I told Patch. "Want anything?""Nothing on the menu."I smiled. "Why, Patch, are
you flirting with me?"Everything had come into sharp focus : his smooth words, his black, glinting
eyes, his broad experience with lies, seduction, women. I'd fallen in love with the devil."Don't
start. I saw Marcie climb inside your Jeep.""She needed a ride."I adopted a hands-on-hips pose.
"What kind of ride?""Not that kind of ride," he said slowly.""That's very eco-friendly of you," Vee
told Marcie. "Recycling Nora's old trash.""I hung my fingertips on his waistband, tugging him
closer.Patch buried his face in the curve of my shoulder, his hands flexing over my back. He
gave a low groan."I love you," he murmured into my hair. "I'm happier right now than I ever
remember being."Check out this review at Smash Attack Reads! […]”

Shelly Crane, “Now thats a sequel!!. In my opinion, the first book Hush, Hush wasn't that great. I
wound up reading it because of all the hype. I only wound up reading this book because I'd
already read the first. I'm so glad I did.First things first. The main character, Nora, grates my
nerves something fierce. Of all the characters I've read in books, she's on the top 5 list of people
I want to jerk from the pages and slap good sense into. I thought she was bad in the first book.
Wrong!! I mean the amount of B & E in both books is astounding. She is extrememly petty. Her
annoyance level doubles in Crescendo. However... the rest of the book makes up for it. Granted,
Patch has his moments of idiocy, but he also has motives. Everything Nora does is all based on
spur-of-the-moment feelings, jealousy, nosiness, selfishness and irrationalism. With that
said...Nora and Patch start the book in a hazy fog of young love. Everything seems fine. They are
sweet and touchy and feely but it doesn't last long, literally, like four pages, before things start to
go wrong. Patch becomes distant, starts hanging out with someone Nora can't stand. Doesn't
explain himself. They have problems and things go bad for the relationship. I loved Patch so
much more in this book that the first, well near the end. Alot of other reviews bash him for having
no likeable qualities but if you were doomed to walk the earth for thousands of years, unfeeling
and constantly in some realm of danger, serioulsy, how happy would you be? He gave up
everything for her, thats a good start, give the guy a minute to ease into the role of nice guy. Bad
habits are hard to break.Nora's old friend from childhood, Scott, moves back to town. He has
secrets of his own and once again, Nora can't handle a good mystery. She's got to get to the
bottom of it, even though it's not her business. Scott starts to show interest in her, but she's still
hung up on Patch and seems to run into him everywhere. She goes out with Scott a few times
but they all in end in disaster and she wonders what could be the cause of all this? Are things
just what they are, ie life sucks, or is there something going on in the background and she's
being distracted or lured to not focus on it.Her mom sells her car to pay bills so Nora gets a job
to buy a new one. She's going to summer school and is partners with Marcie. Vee starts dating
and is preoccupied, naturally. Nora learns some very upsetting things regarding her father and
mother and some other close residents that turns her world upside down. She is being stalked



by a phantom, but is he what he seems and will she find out what they want since there doesn't
seem to be a pattern, rhyme or reason for any of it? She is betrayed, in her mind, by every
person she knows at one point in the book.The plot and twist and waves of different things
popping out at you were awesome is this book. Keeps you guessing, keeps you angry, keeps
you wishing, keeps you hooked. I can not wait for the next book to come out. The ending is killing
me! The sweetness + suspense + betrayal + trust of the ending just works. Love it!Recommend
for young adults, teens, or mommies just looking for a break, like me :)**Some drinking but it's
viewed badly- one mention of a marijuana plant, but again veiwed badly- some kissing and
shirts being removed- guns and fighting.”

sci fi/fantasy rules, “Amazing amazing amazing. Omg I love love love this dark romance saga so
much it is amazing. After the events of the first book patch has become Nora's guardian angel
literally and both patch and Nora are inseparable much to the annoyance of Nora's mum.
However the fairytale romance is shattered after Nora tells patch that she loves him and he
doesn't say it back. After that patch becomes even more secretive and does everything possible
to keep Nora at arms length. Seeing no other option Nora breaks up with patch and tries to find
out what if anything he is hiding. This than leads to a secret society of nephlim who are being
recruited and lead by a sinister villain known as the black hand. The more Nora digs the more
questions rise and part of the mystery surrounding Nora's heritage and the death of her father
are unveiled. With a big twist and an even bigger cliff hanger at the end of crescendo the love
between Nora and patch is going to be tested more than ever before. You know you have a
good book when the rest of the world disappears and the pages of the novel totally consume
your reality, which is what you get with the hush hush series. For anyone who is a fan of dark
romance books this is a absolute must buy.”

Fel, “Crescendo. This is the sequel to the popular Hush Hush. Everything seems to go well with
Nora and her guardian angel and lover Patch. However, this does not last and not too long after
they get together, they break up due to a misunderstanding.Still trying to recover from the
breakup, Nora's childhood friend Scott Parnell moves back to Clearwater with very unclear
intensions. Patch, surprisingly, starts to become close with Marcie Miller, Nora's long term
enemy at school. Strange event starts to occur around Nora and it appears that someone wants
an attempt on her life. On the other hand, Nora starts to see visions or the ghost of his father.
Soon after she receives an anonymous tip that her father did not die of an accident, but
murdered by "The Black Hand".Nora then begins the search for "The Black Hand" and the truth
is not easy to swallow!!This was an incredible read and I could hardly put it down. It's a great plot
and there is not just one, but a few twist at the end. All the way through I kept guessing "Who is
The Black Hand"? or "Who is Nora?", "Where did she come from?". Every time when I thought I
got into the right direction, something happened which contradicted my initial belief. I have to
say the ending was very clever and shocking at the same time. I like it and hate it at the same



time as the author stops the story at a very crucial moment when everything was revealed.This
book is mainly about Nora's heritage and we get to find out the truth about her father's death and
where she came from. The other main theme of the book is the relationship between Nora and
Patch-this sounds strange as they break up early on in the book. Since the break-up, every time
we see them in the same scene, they are either fighting or making up and it's a test of their trust
for each other. However, they reconcile in the end and we also find out Patch's real name-Jev.
It's a nice name but Patch will always be the name that we know him on.It's also good to see new
characters coming in such as Scott, a nephil, and we also get to know more about Marcie and
her family. It's good to see Nora getting to know other nephil, like her. I quite like Scott and
towards the end of the story, he did something very sweet!! My guess is that he will definitely
come back in the next book and play a key role.In the first book, we get to know how fallen
angels and nephilim can create illusion and play with someone's head. We get to see that in this
book, for example Nora thought she was being attacked in the library. Apart from that, we get to
see how this works in dreams. This time, we see Patch "invading" Nora's dream and Nora can
see some of Patch's memory in her dream without touching his wings.On the other hand, I have
looked up the fan site of Becca and found an alternative version of Chapter 3 of the book which
is not in the final book.[...]This will give you a different point of view of the Nora-Patch
relationship.This book is definitely the "calm before the storm". Along the way, we get to find out
that the nephil race have joined together in a secret society, headed by the Black Hand(whom
we find out his identity at the end of the book) and are planning to fight back on their fate-being
possessed by fallen angels for 2 weeks every year. I am sure we will see war in the next book
with Nora and Patch caught in the middle of it all. It's 9 months away till the next book but I will
try to be patient !!!”

Bex, “Lots Of Surprises!!!!. Nora and Patch are back in the follow up to Hush Hush and better
than ever! What a read. This time around the relationship between a human and fallen angel is
explored and challenged by the archangels and their rules. Nora, hoping for her life to return to
normal, gets the opposite of what she desires - after the murder of her father just doesn't add up
and new evidence comes to light Nora begins to piece the puzzle together. But now Nora is in
danger, and someone is willing to do just about anything to end her life.I wouldn't consider this a
spoiler but as a warning don't read on if you're browsing (just take my word for it - this isn't a
sequel to be missed). I was absolutely horrified at the breakdown of Nora and Patch's
relationship, it was convincing beyond belief and I really felt for Nora at times - on the other hand,
sometimes she was pathetic and I would have loved to have seen her a little stronger. On top of
that, the relationship between Marcie and Patch and Marcie and Nora was completely
unexpected.This sequel has so many shocks and surprises, I don't think I've been so sucked
into a novel in a long time. Constant action and suspense. I think it's fair to say that the second
book in a series is usually a bit of a let down and just a build up to the third but thats not the case
this time. A brilliant novel. Give it a read!”



Serenity_27, “Just when you think it can't get any better!. WOW, this is the only word for this
book. I read Hush Hush in 3 sitting and rushed out to get this book. I didn't think it was possible
but it steps it up a notch from Hush Hush and is even better. Talk about intense and action
packed. I only ever read vampire novels but these books gave me a new genre and I am all
about Fallen Angels now. I am not a teenager I am 27 years young and even though this is
supposed to be a teen read I was sucked into the world Becca Fitzpatick created. The
characters are fantastic, I found myself laughing out loud because of Vee. The chemistry
between Patch and Nora is so intense and feels genuine. The book flows smoothly and I love
that Nora isn't a pathetic girl with no back bone. She takes her life into her own hands and
certainly isn't a push over.I enjoyed both Hush Hush and Crescendo that much that when the
third book arrived on my doorstep I decided to re-read the first two books again before I started
Silence. I enjoyed them just as much if not more. Don't hesitate to pick these books up, you won't
be disappointed. They are also written in the first person which made me feel more connected to
the main character Nora and made it a very easy read. Be prepared for a cliff hanger ending
though so I would advise Silence sat on the shelf waiting for you to finish this book so you can
pick it up straight away. I had to wait 4 months and I was counting down the days until Silence
was released!You would be a fool to miss out, I even have to say they are better than the Twilight
saga, much more going on, more intense and better chemistry between the two main
characters. Don't miss out!”

The book by Melody Carlson has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 1,986 people have provided feedback.
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